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Special Section on Advanced Technologies in Knowledge Media and Intelligent Learning Environment

Recent advances of Internet/computer technologies have increasingly enhanced learning on it represented by e-learning. In these learning activities, various kinds of media are used, and knowledge information that becomes available to use by integration and re-expression is handled as well as completely expressed knowledge ready to use. Therefore, various information is handled as knowledge media so that it can realize integration and re-expression of information in accordance with the change of demands in learning support. To realize advanced learning and meet diverse needs for learning support under the expansion of knowledge information, challenging research on methods to process it forms various angles such as extraction, accumulation, management, integration, and also expression has become extremely important. Simultaneously, proposal of new learning activities and research on evaluation methods has necessarily been important. Moreover, in the field of application systems, novel technologies/mechanisms to realize extendibility including the systems cooperative works, functionality, and new leaning environments and services have been needed. Consequently, unique and more promising technologies placed as “knowledge media technologies” to tackle to the convergence of media, data types, systems, and intelligent learning environments using the technologies are now needed.

Based on these motivations, an editorial committee for the special section was organized to publish these new discussion items. For the call for papers, 17 papers were submitted to this special section, and 3 of them are accepted for publication through the review process. The accepted papers include interesting topics in the field of the knowledge media and intelligent learning environment. We believe that these papers provide useful information to readers who are interested in this field and stimulate the future international research activities.

Finally, the editorial committee would like to express their sincere appreciation to all authors for their valuable contributions and to all reviewers for their cooperation in completing the review process under a tight schedule.
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